
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR GOOGLE

Take a look into Google's new product development and innovation process and learn how to apply their principle's to
your own business's.

What truly sets Google apart from most businesses in this regard is its culture. Other companies can provide
platforms that facilitate interactions with the partners within their value systems, becoming the hub of
exchanges between and among them. Innovating on internet time requires dynamic capabilities to anticipate
market changes and offer new products and functions quickly. For example, the engineers in Bangalore, India,
who launched Google Finance combined preexisting components scavenged from the Google infrastructure to
create their new product. At your business, think about whether your business has any unique insights or
information assets that can be used and combined to innovate something new. But othersâ€”technology
explicitly architected for innovation coupled with a well-considered organizational and cultural strategyâ€”can
be applied diligently and successfully by businesses across many industries. Thomas H. Build Innovation into
Organizational Design Companies wishing to emulate Google should also look to its organizational design.
This highly desirable situation may not last forever, but Google has clearly done something right. In other
words, making a revolutionary change rather than an evolutionary change. Neither Google nor the third party
building an application knows whether customers will find it useful. For example, it allows a third-party
developer, Amazon Light 4. Amazon benefits from the ease with which it can track web behavior and closely
monitor the performance of those services. For example, to help customers understand the value of their
advertising with Google, the company bought a web analytics company, renamed it Google Analytics, and
now offers customers free tools for assessing online ad effectiveness. Technically, it is made possible by web
protocols such as XML and industry standards such as RosettaNet; these allow for the level of interoperability
among systems that IT users have long demanded. Creativity comes out of people bumping into each other
and not knowing where to go. Because every transaction is performed through the platform, the company has
perfect, continuous awareness of, and access to, the by-product information and is the hub of all germinal
revenue streams. The promise of revenues for everyone fuels these opportunistic alliances. When a user
decides to buy a book, the service directs the request to Amazon. Indeed, Google has been the creator or a
leading exponent of new approaches to business and management innovation. Another enterprise might try to
create such a culture, but that would require a rare degree of self-confidence on the part of its executives. In
fact, testing and marketing are virtually indistinguishable from one another. These purposeful investments in
hardware, operating systems, and database management enable the company to exert control from end to end
and to enhance such services as Gmail, Maps, AdWords, and the advertising placement system AdSense.
Because I want to run a company where we are moving too quickly and doing too much, not being too
cautious and doing too little. For instance, a real estate company like Zillow. Google has a massive amount of
data available. The operating software that performs this magic is a customized version of open source Linux
which itself is built to make it easy for third parties to add features of competitive value. The emphasis in this
process is not on identifying the perfect offering, but rather on creating multiple potentially useful offerings
and letting the market decide which are best. Eliminate friction at every turn. Google hopes to use its platform,
with applications relevant to ad buying, to help media companies track the effectiveness of campaigns and
help advertisers allocate their marketing dollars effectively across print newspapers and magazines, radio,
television, mobile devices, and the web. Incremental innovationâ€”small-scale improvements that make a
product better or more marketableâ€”can drive successful, profitable innovation at your company. As another
engineer-blogger put it, change can still happen quickly and efficiently: In my first month at Google, I
complained to a friend on the Gmail team about a couple of small things that I disliked about Gmail. In the
pantheon of internet-based companies, Google stands out as both particularly successful and particularly
innovative. The company certainly cares about accumulating customers, but its executives believe that over
time the business model and the money will take care of themselves. However, during the early phases of
innovation, revenues are speculative.


